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Abstract 
We consider the problem of approximating the distribution of a Markov chain with ‘rare’ 
transitions in an arbitrary state space by that of the corresponding pseudo-Poisson process. Sharp 
estimates for both first- and second-order approximations are obtained. The remarkable fact is 
that the convergence rate in this setup can be better than that in the ordinary Poisson theo- 
rem: the ergodicity of the embedded ‘routing’ Markov chain improves essentially the degree 
of approximation. This is of particular importance if the accumulated transition intensity of the 
chain is of a moderate size so that neither the usual estimates from the Poisson theorem nor 
the existence of a stationary distribution alone provide good approximation results. On the other 
hand, the estimates also improve the known results in the ordinary Poisson theorem. 
AMS Suhjrct Clussi’cations: 60F05. 60510, 60325 
Kr~~ror& Poisson approximation; Markov chain; Pseudo-Poisson process 
1. Introduction and main results 
Let Xl,. . ,X, be independent Bernoulli random variables with success probabilities 
p(xk=l)=l-P(X~=O)=pk, 06~~61, k=l,...,n. (1.1) 
The problem of approximating the distribution of the sum S, = XI + . + X, by 
a Poisson distribution has already a long history since Poisson (1837) proved the 
convergence of the binomial distributions :B(n, p) (as II + 30, p = A/n) to the law 
which was named later after him, and since von Bortkewitsch (1898) demonstrated the 
role of this convergence in the statistical analysis of rare events. Many publications 
have been devoted to the estimation of convergence rates in the Poisson limit theorem, 
and some of the related results will be discussed briefly below. 
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In the present paper, we consider a more general problem of pseudo-Poisson ap- 
proximation of Markov chains. Although in some cases this can be reduced to ordinary 
Poisson approximation, we should stress that even then our results given here are new 
and improve the known estimates for the latter. Our approach here is a development 
of the semigroup method used in Deheuvels and Pfeifer (1986, 1988). 
Let Sk, k 20, be a Markov chain in an arbitrary state space (5, Y) with initial 
distribution mo and transition function 
Pk(x,B) = P(& E BISk_1 =x), x E X, B E 9, k2 1. 
Suppose that 
Pk=(l-Pk)I+PkRk, O,<pk,<l,k>l, (1.2) 
where Z(x,B) = 1(x E B), and the Rk are some stochastic kernels. Thus, on the kth 
step, no changes occur with probability 1 - Pk, and, with probability pk, there occurs 
a transition governed by the kernel Rk. Clearly, the sums Sk of independent indicators 
considered in the first paragraph form the simplest chain of the sort with X = Z and 
transition function (1.2) with Rk = P, where P(i, {j}) is 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise. 
Thus, our notations for this classical case and for more general Markov chain case 
under consideration are consistent and should cause no confusion. 
The total variation distance between two measures ml and m2 on (3, 9) will cor- 
respondingly be denoted by 
d(mi,mz) = sup Imi(B) - mz(B)I. 
BE.Y 
The pseudo-Poisson process Y, is defined as a homogeneous Markov process with 
transition function 
Qt(x,B) = P(Y,+, E Bj Y, = x) = exp(t(P - Z)) = e-x ;r’P” 
(cf. e.g. Feller, 1971, X, 1). Here Pk = Pk-‘P and, for two kernels P and R, 
PR(x, B) = J, Rk dy) WA. 
We shall also use the notation Rm(B) = Jz m(dx) R(x, B) for a kernel R and a measure 
m. In this notation, Y(S,) = P,, . . . P2Plmo. 
Pseudo-Poisson processes form an important class of Markov processes, which are 
used for modeling throughout many areas of science and engineering. They can be also 
used to approximate homogeneous Markov processes, an analytical counterpart of this 
situation being closely related to the theory of semigroups (see e.g. Chapter X in Feller, 
1971). On the other hand, the assumption of exponential distributions for interarrival 
times in queueing systems, lifetimes in reliability theory etc., is closely related to the 
lack of memory (aging) property. Sometimes this is only an approximation to the real 
situation when time is discrete - as is typically the case in computing systems, so that 
during each quantum of time, we have independent Bernoulli trials with small success 
probability. Hence, each success ‘switches on’ a transition of the system, which can 
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often be described by a Markov transition function of the type (1.2). When these time 
quanta are sufficiently small, the approximation of these models by pseudo-Poisson 
models is justified by the usual Poisson theorem. However, if one has to deal with 
more delicate ‘intermediate’ situations, when the size of the quanta is relatively large, 
the question of whether such an approximation is appropriate becomes non-trivial. Our 
paper is also devoted to solving this problem. 
We now give some relevant results on the behaviour of the total variation distance 
between the laws Y(&) of the sum S, in (1 .l) and the approximating Poisson distri- 
bution 
IIj.({k}) = e-“i,k/k!, k E Z, 
with mean I.. Denote by n(A) a random variable having the law III>, and recall that the 
total variation distance 
d(Y(S,), II>) = sup IP(S, E M) - P(rc(j.) E M)\ 
MCZ 
Let 
= ; kco (~(s,, = k) - F’(W) = k)l. 
Some of the first estimates for the non-i.i.d. case were obtained by Le Cam (1960): 
d(p(&), nj.)<A2 and d(2(&), Hi,)<88 if pod:, 
as well as by Kerstan (1964): 
d(Y(&), IIi.)Gl.O5fI if pod:. 
For small p,, the choice of q = CT=, qj, qj = - log( 1 - pi), for the mean of the 
approximating Poisson law is preferable; A. Borovkov (1976) showed that 
d(LT(S,), II,) d ii:, I$ = ep:(l + pj)<(l + p0)j.z (1.3) 
,j= I 
(Serfling (1978) obtained independently almost the same result). Later, Deheuvels and 
Pfeifer (1986) proved that this choice is, in a sense, almost optimal. 
By a different approach, taking account of what happens when 3, becomes large, 
Barbour and Hall (1984) obtained the estimate 
d(Z(&), &)<(I - e-‘)O. (1.4) 
The following results, giving the asymptotic behaviour of the distance between the 
distributions of S, and n(n), were obtained in Deheuvels and Pfeifer (1986, 1988). Let 
G(t) = $f 
tr+-yr+ _ t) t’--‘Q- - t) 
r+! - r-! 
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with r* = 1 t + 7 f ’ J--l (t + 4) , where 1.1 denotes the integer part; note that G(t) N 
l/(t&) as t + cm. Then 
where 9 = (28)“* and (E( < 1 in both cases. 
Thus, if 6 + 0 as n -+ cq then 
4yFnh K.> - G(~92, (1.6) 
and if 1 + cc, the latter is N 016. Note that in the i.i.d. case (i.e. when LZ(S,,) = 
.@(n, p) with 0 = p, 3. = np), Prokhorov (1953) obtained an estimate with the same 
main term. 
We mention here also the papers by Franken (1966), Presman (1983), Witte (1990, 
1993) concerning the case of independent X’s, and by Sevastyanov (1972), Banis 
(1975), Grigelionis (1966), Brown (1983), Serfozo (1986), Wang (198 1) in which var- 
ious schemes of dependent variables have been treated; unfortunately, it is impossible 
to mention here all the papers devoted to the problem. Recently, a special monograph 
by Barbour et al. (1992) has been published devoted mainly to the use of the Stein - 
Chen method for approximating the distributions of the sums of both independent and 
dependent random indicators. 
These results show the limitations of Poisson approximations; in many situations, 
when the number of summands is sufficiently large to make direct computations rather 
cumbersome, the values of 0 (or AZ) are not so small that the desired accuracy of 
approximation can be ensured. Thus, a refinement of Poisson approximation is both 
of practical and theoretical interest. Here we mention the work by Shorgin (1977), 
Barbour and Hall (1984), Kruopis (1986), K. Borovkov (1988), and Barbour et al. 
(1992). In particular, note the following results on the ‘second-order’ approxima- 
tion. Denote by II,, the (generally speaking, signed) measure on Z with generating 
function 
~z~II,,~({~}) = exp(t(z - I) - s(z* - 1)). 
k=O 
(1.7) 
Note that the coefficients ?-k = r&((k)) d ‘t a ml a straightforward calculation. A simple 
recursive formula for them can e.g. be found in Johnson and Kotz (1969): 
r-i := 0, r0 := epr+s, r,++j = &(tq -2srk__1), k30. (1.8) 
Kruopis (1986) showed that, for /l = c,y=, pi( 1 - pi), 
d(T(S,), II;L+,,,;.z,/2) d5e2Pn13 min (1.2 L3’* + 4.2 AZ/~-~, 2 + /i + 3.4 2,) (1.9) 
Further, it was proved by K. Borovkov (1988) that, for another choice of parameters 
of the approximation, one can get a better coefficient in the main term & of the bound. 
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Put 
Pi 
pj=l_> “1 = 5 Pj3 1’2 = k (pj - lOg(1 + /Lj)), v4= f-p;. 
J=I j=l j=l 
Then 
d(-Y(&), IL,,,s2)<i(eV: + lj(j.3 + 3~4). (1.10) 
The estimate (1.9) is preferable for large values of i., while (1.10) is better for 
small and moderate values of 2. Moreover, the latter estimate remains valid - as well 
as the estimate (1.3) - also for the total variation distance between the corresponding 
approximant and the law of the whole sequence (St,, . , S,,). This is due to the coupling 
method employed in the proofs of both estimates. Note also that if, instead of II,,,, Vz 
in (l.lO), we use the law II,, * el’l(Zs - ~212) where Ik is the degenerate probability 
measure at point k, then we should add to the right-hand side of (1.10) the term 
i(eV2 - 1)2 (which is N ii.2 for small I,?). 
A somewhat different approximation was proposed in Barbour and Hall (1984). Let 
l(B) be the indicator random variable of the event B and 
II;;,:(A) = l&(A) - &E [l(n(A) E A)(7c(j.)2 - (23, + l)rc(%) + I.‘)] 
1 -&(k’-(Zl+iYti’j). 
Then 
4-q&), Jq;.:) G2 3 C1 - e-“) min(l 1 4)-l/2)3 7 . I -3 + 2~1 _ ,-i)2(]2 
<4(1 - e-“)(l - ~e-‘)j.3~-‘. (1.11) 
Note that in the relation (1.1 l), as in the above-mentioned modification of (l.lO), 
there is a term containing 1: (or 02), which is due to the structure of the approximant 
and can be estimated only by a term of the order j.s>.-‘. For the II,,-approximant, 
as one can see from (1.9) and from our Theorem 2 below, it is possible to get an 
estimate of the order ,Isi.-3’2. 
Note also that, for both (1.10) and (1.11) similar higher-order expansions are avail- 
able from K. Borovkov (1988) and Barbour et al. (1992) respectively, but we restrict 
ourselves here only to ‘second-order’ approximations. 
Shur (1984) was apparently the first to consider the problem of estimating the rates 
of approximation in the general Markov chain setup with kernels (1.2). He put 
U = exp(P, - I). . exp(P2 - I) exp(P, - I) 
and used Urn0 to approximate the law Y(S,) (in the case when 5 = Z). Note that in 
general operators with kernels Pk do not commute, so that Urn0 cannot be expressed 
in a ‘more computable’ form of the distribution of the pseudo-Poisson process Qj,mo, 
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where the kernel 
QJ=eXP(iY,(Px-O) =exp(A(P-I)) 
has ‘spectral mixture’ P = I-’ ci=, pkR,+. He applied a straightforward argument 
using the properties of the exponential in a Banach algebra (cf. Section 2 below) to 
get the estimate 
for any initial distribution mo. 
However, it is easy to see that the coupling argument (see e.g. Serfozo (1986) and K. 
Borovkov (1988) for the use of the latter in a similar situation for compound Poisson 
approximation) applies equally in this case (to the indicators of non-trivial transitions 
on particular steps, which occur with probabilities pk) and yields the same estimate. 
Moreover, the choice of parameters qk for the exponentials 
ti = exP(m(P, - 1)). . . %+-2(P2 - 1)) exp(rl(f? - I)), rk = qk/pk, 
leads to the following estimate (parallel to (1.3)): for any initial distribution mo, 
d(Y(S,), Umo)d tA2+. (1.13) 
In what follows we consider a narrower class of Markov chains, which could be 
called ‘semi-homogeneous’, and which occur quite often in applications (for an example 
see Section 4 below). Namely, we suppose that all & in (1.9) coincide: for a common 
stochastic kernel P, 
Pk =(I -pk)z+pkP, 06pk<l, k31. (1.14) 
Clearly, in this case all Pk commute, so that ( 1.12) and (1.13) now take the form 
(obviously, 7, = P and Gq = Q4 for (1.14)). Moreover, it is not difficult to see that 
the estimate (1.4) and the inequalities in (1.5) continue to hold in this setup, too 
(this follows from the corresponding estimates for indicators of non-trivial transitions, 
governed by the kernel P, which are independent Bernoulli random variables with 
success probabilities pk). 
However, the equalities in (1.5) and hence the asymptotics of the form (1.6) need 
not hold in the case of a general semi-homogeneous Markov chain, since the existence 
of an invariant distribution can essentially improve the rate of convergence when 1 
becomes large. Our main results here provide rather sharp estimates for these cases. 
On the other hand, these estimates improve also the known results for the ordinary 
scheme of Bernoulli summands, as this scheme is just a special case of our setup. 
Thus, the estimates (1.15) and (1.24) of our Theorems 1 and 2 below are valid for 
this scheme, too. In ‘regular cases’ (when A2 is small), these are several times better 
than the estimates (1.4) and (1.1 l), respectively. For example, in the i.i.d. case, when 
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p, G 2/n, we have, say, the following values of the ratios of the (appropriate parts of 
the) right-hand sides of these inequalities: for n = 100, 
i.=2: 
r.h.s. of (1.4) _ 2 942 
r.h.s. of (1.15) - ’ ’ 
r.h.s. of (1.11) _ 3,792 
r.h.s. of (1.24) - ’ 
1=3: 
r.h.s. of (1.4) = 2,206 
r.h.s. of (1.15) ’ 
r.h.s. of (1 .l 1) = 7.573 
r.h.s. of (1.24) ’ 
Note that for n = 1000, the last ratio is 8.901. 
Now we formulate our main results. To take account of the ergodicity of the kernel 
P, it will be convenient to introduce the following functions. For a function 6. : R+ w 
R+, characterizing the rate of convergence of the iterations Pk, we put 
l(t) = Is(t) = E&c,,, L(t) = L&(t) = E 
Set 
Theorem 1. For any initial distribution mo, 
d(z(&), C?Amo)b 
eT-iLIL2 for i, < 2, 
e’-‘0 for all A > 0. 
If; for some distribution mco on (3, Lf), 
d(Pkmo, mm)<&, k30, Pm, = m,, (1.16) 
(1.15) 
then 
(1.17) 
If (1.16) holds uniformly for all probability measures mo on (3, y7), then, for an) 
initial distribution mo, one has, in addition to (1.17) the estimate 
d(Y(&), Q;mo> f e’L2(W2)h. (1.18) 
In particular, if P is uniformly ergodic (see Nummelin, 1984), then there exists a 
stationary distribution m,, and the function 6/i can be chosen identical for all mo and 
decreasing exponentially fast: 
d(Pkmo, m,)<6k = Cpk, 0 < C < co, 0 < p < 1. (1.19) 
To specify the form of the estimates (1.17) and (1.18) in this special case, we shall 
need the function 
Mp(t 1 = PE (1.20) 
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where again [tj is the integer part of t. Since 
t 1tJ 
2e-‘-- = 2eK’ for O,<t< 1 
1tJ ! 
and d m for all t > 0 (1.21) 
(note also that left-hand side of (1.21) is N fi as t ---f co, see e.g. Deheuvels and 
Pfeifer (1988)), we have the estimates 
M’(3,)6 i 
pi. for A<p-‘, 
‘& for all 1 > 0. 
(1.22) 
Corollary 1. If (1.19) holds for all mo, then 
d(P’(&), Q;Lmc)<Cmin (2, C(A4,,(/1/2) + 1 - p)‘} eT-(‘--p)i~A2. (1.23) 
To formulate the next result, we introduce the two-parameter signed kernel 
Qt.$ = exp (V - 1) -V* -0) = kgOp’ W{k>), 
recall (1.7) and (1.8). Put r’ = T + 22. 
Theorem 2. For any initial distribution rno, 
where cl = &e- 3/2 60.547, c2 = 4ee2 6 0.542. If (1.16) holds for some distribution 
mm on (X, Y’), then 
d(Y(&), e~+i,,i2,2mo)d2eT’l(/Z) (:S + J-4). (1.25) 
If (1.16) holds uniformly for all probability measures mo on (3, Y), then, for any 
initial distribution ma, one has, in addition to (1.25), the estimate 
d(p(& ), Q;.+~z,~.2/zmo) Gee” (iL3(Y3)Aj + L4(A/4)&) . (1.26) 
Corollary 2. Zf (1.19) holds for all mo, then 
< cer’-_(‘-_p)i . ( i min(2, C* (M,(3,/3) + 1 - P)~}L~ 
fmin(2, C3(A4,(i/4) + 1 - ~)~}i,~) (1.27) 
Remark 1. By the presence of the factor er (or es’) in the above estimates, a significant 
improvement is evidently only achieved if the term ;12 is sufficiently small. It should, 
however, be stressed that in the general case, even for large values of AI, this factor 
is often compensated by the presence of the term l(A) which can, for instance, result 
in the leading factor e&-P)‘. 
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2. Auxiliary results for Banach algebras 
Since the transition rule in a Markov chain reduces just to the multiplication of 
integral operators, which form a Banach algebra, our problem can be reformulated as 
an approximation problem for products in a Banach algebra. In this section we prove 
two lemmas in this more abstract setup, which are also of independent interest (see 
e.g. Kato (1980, Ch.IX, 2) on approximation of a continuous semigroup by discrete 
ones). But first we carry out the above-mentioned reformulation of the problem. 
Let P1 be the space of finite signed measures m on (X, .55) endowed with the total 
variation norm j(m(( = (m(.“r’)(, where (ml is the total variation of m. Note that, if 
m(.ix’) = 0, then 
sup lm(C>l = +llmll. 
(‘E ‘/ 
(2.1) 
Denote by .d the set of integral operators on .K: 
(Am)(.) = JA(.r, .) m(dx), 
with kernels A(x, C), x E X, C E .Y, having finite norm 
Multiplication is defined in ,d in a natural way by 
(AB)(.r, ) = @(y, > B(x, d?.). 
It is not hard to verify that .d forms a Banach algebra with unity I having the kernel 
1(x, C) = 1(x E C). 
Further, it is clear that if mo is the initial distribution of the Markov chain {Sk} 
with transition function Pk, 
case (1.14) one has 
P,, . . P2PlmO = n(l + 
jc, 
The pseudo-Poisson process 
follows the distribution 
exp( t.4) m0. 
then S, has distribution P,, . . PzP1 mo, and hence in the 
P;A )mo, A=P-I. (2.2) 
Y, with transition function P of the embedded chain then 
(2.3) 
and we come to the problem of approximating the product (2.2) by the expression 
(2.3). 
In the rest of the section, .d is an abstract Banach algebra with norm /( . I( and unit 
element I. Denote, for an element A E .d and a set of reals pi, i = 1,. . , n, 
P = A + Z, c( = r(A) = jjP\I + 1 = 11x4 + fj] + 1. 
AI = exp(M) - fi(Z + piA), 
i=l 
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A2 = exp(M - i,12~2) - fi(Z + pi), 
i=I 
7=7(a)=(~-l)~2+~e~po~~+apu, fl=max{0,ff2/2-l}, 
recall that & = cJ=, p:, 2 = 21, po = maxt <i<n pi. 
Remark 2. Note that, in the special context of the Banach algebra of integral operators, 
when P is a probability transition function, one has l/Pjl = 1. Hence one has CI = 2, /I = 
1 in this case, and therefore the quantity y = y(2) is equal now to r introduced before 
formulating Theorem 1. 
Lemma 1. For any element A E ~2 and any pi 20, i = 1,. . . ,n, with po = maxt <j<n 
pj < min {21i2, R/P}, 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Proof. Since all the elements under consideration commute (they are either polynomials 
of A or exponentials of such polynomials), we have, putting 
F(t) = e-lA(Z + tA) and Ei = e” (Z - F(pi)), 
by the ‘telescoping argument’, that 
At = fieJ@ - fi(Z + p$) 
j=l j=l 
ZZ ,$ (Elcz + PjA)) (e‘I* -I- PiA) exP{k~,prA} 
First note that 
F(t) = I + @“(u) du = Z - A2JdueC” du = 
= Z - it2A2 + A2Jdu(Z - e-&)du = 
= Z - it2A2 + A3Jdu du ale-” dv, 
where we have made use of the relation 
Z - eeUA = AJoue-UA do. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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Further, since P = A + I, we see that 
Z+;(2P-P2); 
and therefore, for t* < 2, 
)\I- $4/1< 1 - ; + ;(2@ - 1) + ((x - 1)2) = 1 + (f - 1) t* < 1 + pt2. 
To estimate the last term in (2.7), note that (IAJ( 6a and, for 1120, 
jlePoA(( <eVIIAII <ear. 
Hence, it follows from (2.7) that 
a3 LX3 
= 1 +/It* + gt3eZ1< exp Pt* + Tt3e”’ , 
{ 1 
0<tg2’i2, 
and thus 
11;: II i-l IIF Q IIIIF(Pj)ll j=l 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
To complete the proof of (2.4), it remains to estimate J/Eill. We have, similar to 
(2.Q 
I - F(t) = A2JdueCA du, (2.12) 
so that it follows from (2.9) that 
IjEi(/ = l(e”(Z - F(pi))II < llA2e”II eapoJtUdn = llA*e”II lp?ezpo. 
The first estimate of Lemma 1 follows from (2.6), (2.1 l), and (2.13). 
Now we shall estimate the norm of AZ. Similar to (2.6), we have, for 
H(t) = exp { -it2A2} - e-‘A(Z + tA) and E: = e”H(pi), 
the representation 
(2.13) 
A2 = $ (l$F(pi)) exIJ{ -~A2k$+,P:)EI. (2.14) 
Since 
+‘A2 = -;t*(P* - I) + t*(P -Z), 
((et2(P-‘)ll = e-‘* Ile’zPII < exp{t*( llP\l - l)}, 
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and IIP(J = c1- 1, one has 
= exp 
{ 
;((a- 1)2-t 1) +t2(a-2) = 1 exp{(:-l)12}<eii”. 
(2.15) 
Now it follows from the estimates (2.11) and (2.15) that the norm of the ith summand 
on the right-hand side of (2.14) does not exceed 
so that 
1 Lx3 II&II < exp 2@2 + Ttfpoi3 ~IIE:II. 1 i=l 
It remains to estimate the last sum. Since 
H’(t) = A’t 
[ 
eCtA - exp{ -ft2A2}] , 
we have 
H(t) = $H’(u)du = A2Jiu [(eCUA - I) + (1 - exp { -;u’A’})] du 
= -A3JofuJJe-” dv du + A4S,‘u/$“eCvA2 dv du, 
and hence 
Ei = e”H(p;) 
= -A3e”S,P’uSd(e-vA dv du + A4eM~~u~~2’2e-UA’ dv du. 
Note that (2.15) yields, for O<v,<pf/2, 
(lePUA2 (1 <eppf <eDPi, i = l,...,n, 
and hence (2.9) and (2.17) imply the estimate 
I[E~[[ < J(A3eJA([erpo~~udu + j(A4e”([eSPiJ/ u/i!2 u3 du 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Since api dapo from the assumptions of Lemma 1, the estimate (2.5) follows now 
from (2.16) and (2.18). 0 
The right-hand sides of (2.4) and (2.5) contain terms of the form ((Ake”II with k = 
2, 3, 4. The next lemma provides estimates for these quantities. Note that the second 
of the estimates in the case of LX = 2 follows from (3.8) and (3.15) in Deheuvels and 
Pfeifer (1988). 
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Lemma 2. Let A E d and Ix = IIA +Zll + 1. Then, for all k31, 
e(x-2)r (qa _ l)e-wwk + Ix - 21y ,fov 0 < tbk/(cr - l), 
jIAketAl\ d 
e(x--2)t (i’“‘tI “,‘:‘+I1-21)’ ,f‘or all t z 0. 
Proof. It is easy to see that 
“k-t 
AetA = e-‘(P - I)k~O~tkPk = f’t-’ C - 
kzO k! 
tkPk 
’ 
(2.19) 
and therefore 
= tk-tt k (IAefA)) < eC't_' C -t (a - 1)k 
k=lJ k! 
= e(T-2)t ci - l O" @(a - I$ e-_(l--')'c 
(ci - 1)t k! 
jk - (cx - 1)t i- (n - 2)tJ 
k=O 
G e(z-2)t((r - ~)M,((c.Y - iy) + 1~. - 211, (2.20) 
where M,(s) is defined in (1.20). From the first relation in (1.22) we have, for 
tf(a - 1)-‘, 
j(AetAll <e(n-2)t (2(cc - l)e-(‘-‘)’ + la - 21)) 
and since 
IIAketA (1 = (1 (AeAt’k)k I( < (IAeAt’kIlk, (2.21) 
we have, for 0 < t d k/(cc - 1 ), 
JIAke’A/j <ee(r-2)r (2(r - l)e-(Z-‘)‘ik + )X - 2/)k. 
Now the second relation in (1.22) implies the estimate 
which completes, together with (2.21) the proof of Lemma 2. 0 
3. Proof of theorems 
Proof of Theorem 1. To prove (1.15), it suffices, in view of the reformulation of our 
problem in terms of approximation of (2.2) by (2.3) to make use of (2.1) (2.4), and 
Lemma 2 (recall that, in this case, c[ = 2, ‘/ = r). 
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To prove (1.17), we should use the following representation based on (2.6) and 
(2.12): 
At = BA2e”, B = l$(~#W~))~~~epti du, (3.1) 
where 
llBl/ d ie’h (3.2) 
(the latter follows from the estimates (2.11) and (2.9)). Now Am, = 0 by (1.16), and 
hence, putting 
[j(m) = Pjm - m(%“)mW, m E dif, 
we have 
Ake”mo = e-‘E gAkPjrn, = e-‘,Eo sA*i,(mo), 
jzzo j! 
ka 1. 
. 
Since /l[j(mo)(l <2Sj by (1.16) and (2.1), we have llAk[jll dl[AJ(k .26j = 2kf’6j, and 
therefore 
IjAke”moII <2k+‘E6,(l) = 2kf’Z(;l). (3.3) 
Thus, as soon as (1.16) holds, we derive from (2.1), (2.4), and (3.3) (for k = 2) the 
bound (1.17). 
Now let (1.16) hold uniformly for all initial distributions mo. We shall show that, 
in this case, the norm IJAke”II admits another bound, different from those given in 
Lemma 2. For any m E A, let mi and m_ be positive and negative parts of the Jordan 
decomposition m = m+ - m- of the measure m, respectively. Since both m;’ (%)mh 
are probability measures, it follows from (1.16) and (2.1) that the norms 
and hence 
iI~k(m)li G ilpkm+ - m+(g)mrnll + Ilpkm- - m-(%>mrnII <2dkllmll, 
for IlmJ( = m+(T) + m-(.5?). On the other hand, since 
k 
k;o + - t) = 0, 
we have from (2.19) that 
AetAm = e-tt-lk~o $(k - 
and hence 
O” tk 
IIAetAmlJ <2Jlm(Je-‘C - 
k=O k! 
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Thus, IIAe’A(( f2L(t) and (2.21) implies that 
(3.4) 
To prove (1.18), it remains now to make use of (2.4). Theorem 1 is proved. 0 
Proof of Corollary 1. It suffices to note that, for the function 6. from (1.19) I(t) = 
CEp”(‘) = Ce-(‘-0)’ and, similar to (2.20) 
L(t) = Ce-‘t-l F $k - tlpk 
k=O ’ 
(3.5) 
G Ce+-P)f(Mp(t) + 1 _ p), 
Hence, in this case 
L2(1/2) = C2e-c1-P)‘(f14P(~/2) + 1 - p)’ 
and (1.23) follows immediately from (1.17) and (1.18). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. To prove (1.24) we note first that 
Q).+;.2,;2/2 = exp(M - $i.2A2). 
Making use of (2.1) and (2.5) we get 
d(=!WG), QI.+L~,I,~o) < ke” (ilA3e”“ll$ + llA4e”ill$) (3.6) 
(recall again that, in this context, CI = 2, /I’ = 1, and hence y + j& = r + 22 = z’). 
Now Lemma 2 gives 
for 0 < 1-64, 
2 
for all /1 > 0, 
which yields, together with (3.6) the estimate (1.24). 
As for (1.25) and (1.26) one has, similar to (3.1) and (3.2) that 
A2 = BIA3e” + B2A4eM, llBll\ d $e'l3, 11B211 d $e’&. (3.7) 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2, it remains to use the estimates (3.3) and (3.4) 
for k=3,4. ??
Proof of Corollary 2. This follows immediately from Theorem 2 and (3.5). ??
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4. Reflected random walk 
In this section we give an example illustrating the use of our results in a typical 
for queueing situation. It deals in fact with a ‘quantitative justification’ of the use of 
continuous-time models when treating discrete-time systems with small ‘time quanta’. 
Let 51,&,. . . , 5, be i.i.d. real random variables, independent of So, and let 
Sk = max(O, Sk-1 + &), k = 1,2 ,..., n. (4.1) 
Such Markov chains arise in a natural way in queueing theory and, for many models, 
the study of the behaviour of a queue reduces just to the study of the solution of (4.1). 
Now suppose that the ‘driver’ {&} is of low ‘intensity’, that is the probability 
P(& # 0) =: An-’ (4.2) 
is small (thus we are in the ‘triangular array’ setup). The simplest example of this sort 
is a Geometric/Geometric/l queue in discrete time with ‘flabby’ arrivals and services. 
In this case, & is the length of the queue at time k, and 
P(&=l)=J?(l-r), P(iJk = -1) = (1 - p)r, (4.3) 
P(& = 0) = 1 - p(l - 7) - (1 - p)r, (4.4) 
where p and r are the arrival and service rates, resp. (see e.g. Section 9.2 in Hunter, 
1983). With respect to the distribution of S,, it is well known that Eq (4.1) has the 
solution 
&=Z,-min(-&, ZI, Zz ,..., Z,), Zk=rl+“‘+&. (4.5) 
Thus, if one tries to apply the (compound) Poisson approximation here (what is quite 
natural in view of (4.2)), the error will be of the order A2n-’ (cf. the remark af- 
ter (1.10); in fact, this is the best possible estimate in the ‘tinctional’ setup, when 
approximating the whole sequence Z1 , . . . , Z,, ). 
Now let yll, ~2,. . . be i.i.d. real random variables following the conditional distribution 
of 51 given tl # 0. Consider the new Markov chain 
uk = max(o, uk- I + ylk >, k31, uo = so, (4.6) 
and denote its transition kernel by P (this is clearly consistent with our notation in 
Section 1). 
If Eql < 0 then {uk} is ergodic (with the stationary distribution m, coinciding 
with the law of supkao cf=, Q) and, moreover, if EeCq’ < m for some c > 0, then the 
chain { uk} is geometrically ergodic (see e.g. 5.5(d) and Theorem 6.14 in Nummelin, 
1984), so that there exists a constant p < 1 and a measurable function p(x), x E [0, co) 
(integrable w.r.t. the stationary distribution mnc: of {uk}), such that, for any x E [0, oo), 
d(P”(x,.),m,(.)) d&F, nB 1 (4.7) 
(and due to the monotonicity of the mapping in (4.1) and the role of 0 as a recurrent 
state, p(x) can be chosen to be nondecreasing). 
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Therefore, for any initial distribution mo with SO <x0 as., we have (1.16) with 
8k = p(xo)pk, k 20, and hence (1.17) implies that in this case 
which contains the exponential factor e -(‘-J’)’ (cf. the comment after (4.3) and also 
Remark 1). The transition kernel Q;. corresponds to the reflected compound Poisson 
process (just the simple birth-and-death process with constant birth and death rates p 
and Y, respectively, in the case of the Geometric/Geometric/l queue, which corresponds 
to the continuous time M/M/l queue). Note that, by the presence of the exponential 
term e-(‘-P)j, the right-hand side of (4.4) decreases when i. is large, hence the estimate 
in (4.4) is clearly superior to what is known otherwise in the literature, giving estimates 
of order i2rtp’ only, which are in general worse. 
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